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December 2012  SNAP! 

 
 

Our 2012 Matrics on their last formal day of school, huge smiles, lots of emotion and great 
excitement for the future. 

 
Please visit Oakhill School on Facebook or www.oakhillschool.co.za to 

view our latest news and full photo galleries. 

 SNAP! 
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College Celebration of Excellence 

 

 

 

   
The College Celebration of Excellence was recently held amidst a downpour of rain and talent! 

 SNAP! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

We also conducted an audit of our class 
bins to create awareness and try to rectify 
incorrect sorting of classroom waste.   
 
These ECO days always stimulate thinking 
and interesting discussions, they raise 
awareness and shape the problem solving 
that our children will apply to make our 
world a better place. 
 
“To truly transform our economy, protect 
our security, and save our planet from the 
ravages of climate change, we need to 
ultimately make clean, renewable energy 
the profitable kind of energy.” 
Barack Obama’s address to Joint Session 
of Congress, Feb. 24 2009 
 
Report submitted by Oakhill ECO 
Teachers:  
 
Loami Koekemoer, Jane Horn, Rodney 
Anderson, Penny Lamb. 
 

The Oakhill Prep School hosted yet another 
meaningful ECO day on Thursday and activities 
centred around the ECO Schools theme of 
“Sustainable Energy for All”.  
 
We were privileged to listen to a talk by Sue 
Swain of Biowise, learning how Biomimicry can 
assist in providing solutions that will supply 
sustainable energy, without using fossil fuels 
and polluting our world.  
 
We then joined the initiative in support of the 
plight of our Rhinos, for World Rhino Day on 
22

nd
 September 2012. We sat in the form of a 

Rhino and will be submitting the photograph to 
“Rotary Rhino”. 
 
All classes then made “fire bricks” using the 
recycled materials they had collected at home. 
These are a resourceful way of using waste and 
creating energy for fires without creating 
pollution or using harmful substances or fossil 
fuels.  
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Prep students gather together to show their support for our Rhinos. 

  A Meaningful Eco Experience                      

 
World Rhino Day 2012 

Dig a trench through a landfill and you will see layers of phone books like 
geographical strata or layers of cake.... During a recent landfill dig in 
Phoenix, I found newspapers dating from 1952 that looked so fresh you 

might read one over breakfast. 
 

- William Rathje, The Economist, 8 September 1990 



our 8th place even more special. The 3 
teams that finished ahead of us could not 
find the abseil site to complete the 
checkpoint and activity there. As Team 
Oakhill completed all the checkpoints and 
activities on the route, this might mean 
that we can be ranked 5th in the race. As 
race data are being processed this week, 
we are holding thumbs that we move up 3 
places when the official results are 
released on Friday. 
 
This year’s race was a running seconders 
race, meaning that the teams did not do 
all their transitions in one spot, but at 
different points on the route. This ensured 
great fun for the coach and the parents, as 
we were in our own race, plotting 
transition points on maps, bundu bashing 
to get there and to ensure that the food 
and gear were ready before the team 
arrived! 
 
 A sincere thank you to the parents who 
accompanied us to Nationals and assisted 
the team at every turn. We appreciate 
your commitment to excellence at Oakhill. 
 
We had a wonderful time and the 
experience of this year’s race will play an 
important role in the future of Oakhill 
Adventure Racing. 

On 5th and 6th October Oakhill’s U19 
Adventure Racing team took part in the 
2012 SA Schools’ Adventure Racing 
Championships held at the Mountain 
Sanctuary Park in the Magaliesberg. 
 
With Adventure Racing being one of the 
fastest growing school sports in SA, the 
event recorded a massive 50 teams 
entering, representing just over 40 schools 
from all over SA. Oakhill has always been 
regarded as one of the top 10 AR schools in 
the country and this year we showed just 
why. With a young u/19 team made up of 
mere 16 year olds, we navigated our way 
through the tough race and did not stand 
back for any team. 
 
The Oakhill team of Amy Williams, Alex 
Fulford and Kevin Redman was led by Jason 
Campbell through various activities and 
routes looking for PC points.  With the 
temperature hitting 40 degrees celsius 
halfway through the race, it took great 
determination and perseverance to 
complete the gruelling challenge.  
 
The race commenced at 04h00 on Saturday 
morning, with Oakhill crossing the finishing 
line in 8th place at 17h45 on Saturday 
evening – an amazing achievement.  The 
tough race conditions meant that 14 teams 
did not make the finish line and this makes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

 
Riaan van Straten, Alex Fulford, Jason Campbell, Amy Williams and Kevin Redman after their 

superb achievement. 

  SA Schools’ Adventure Racing Championships - Riaan van Straten 

 
The Matric 2012 Art Exhibition was hosted at the Knysna Mall with a large attendance of interested art viewers.   The Exhibition will continue 

until the 24th December 2012 and all are welcome to view our talented artists’ work. 
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The activist is not the man who 
says the river is dirty.  The 

activist is the man who cleans up 
the river. 

 
- Ross Perot 

 SNAP! 
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Every year, the Grade 11 Biology classes 
leave Knysna to get a more hands-on 
Biology experience in Cape Town. Many 
of the students were loath starting the 
journey at six in the morning, but we all 
managed to drag ourselves out of bed 
and into the tour bus.  
 
There was no time for relaxing as we 
got to Cape Town – the bus headed 
straight to UCT for a lecture and 
workshop at the Oceanography 
Department. During the workshops we 
inspected some curious sea creatures, 
that we were allowed to feel and hold 
(gently) and following that we were 
taken to see the naked mole rat room. 
The mole rats were incredibly 
fascinating because they have a set 
social structure much like bees and also 
because they have a rather…. strange 
appearance.  
 
That evening we visited the Grand West 
Casino where we watched a film and 
had dinner. The next morning we had 
to get up early –again – to visit Mouille 
Point to observe the ocean life, seen 
the day before, but this time, in their 
natural habitat. The class found a sand 
shark in one of the smaller pools and 
one of our intrepid Oakhill students 
picked the shark up and put it back into 
the ocean so that it could move around 

 
Little Oaks had beautiful smiles on Photo Day – no ‘cheeses’ necessary! 

 SNAP! 

freely.  
 
After breakfast we were scheduled to visit 
the ARTS Centre in Athlone. Expecting to 
view Art in a gallery, you can imagine our 
surprise when we discovered that ARTS 
was an acronym for Athlone Refuse 
Transfer Station, a solid waste 
management center for Cape Town’s 
refuse.  The students were taken to 
buildings where we could see the various 
stages of refuse disposal. The students 
were shocked at how much waste there 
was and wondered how anybody could get 
used to the pervasive smell of the place.  
 
That afternoon we had more workshops on 
sea life. We visited the Two Oceans 
Aquarium at the Cape Town Waterfront 
where we were given an opportunity to 
look at some of the sea creatures native to 
South African shores. The students had to 
cut open sardines to examine the different 
organs. This was a particularly exciting 
experience for us, for obvious reasons.  
That evening everyone got dolled up – at 
Ms le Fleur’s request – to go and watch a 
play called ‘Other People’s Lives’ at the 
Artscape Theatre. The play was a great 
diversion from all the learning that was 
happening.  
 
The next day was incredibly interesting. 
The students first visited the Tygerberg 
Hospital and we finally got to see the 
cadavers that every Grade 11 class before 
has waxed lyrical about, and rightly so, they 
were great! Our class was split into groups 
and two students from Stellenbosch 
University showed us the bodies. We got to 
see and pass around various organs such as 
the heart and lungs. The students saw first-
hand the effects of smoking and drinking in 

the form of black lungs and roughly 
textured livers respectively.  
 
Having viewed the cadavers we were 
taken to a museum downstairs where we 
were shown babies in the various stages of 
development from an embryo to a fully-
fledged foetus still in the womb. We also 
got to see babies with severe 
abnormalities – most of the babies and 
organs that were kept were even older 
than us because the museum specimens 
were attained in the 70’s and 80’s.   
 
After leaving the hospital we had lunch in 
Rondebosch and then visited Groote 
Schuur, where the first successful human 
heart transplant took place. We saw the 
original operating rooms where it all 
happened and we got to see life-size – and 
eerily life-like – wax replicas of Chris 
Barnard and some of the other surgeons.  
 
That evening we had dinner at Primi Piatti, 
the customary eating-place for Oakhill 
Biology tours. The food was great, as was 
the atmosphere.  
 
Our last day in Cape Town was spent in 
Kirstenbosch where we were shown the 
various plant species in the gardens after 
having a quick lecture on the types of 
plants. It was incredibly cold, so before we 
started walking around the trailer was 
opened to get some more clothes from 
our suitcases – we must have looked like 
we were making some bold fashion 
statements because anything that was 
warm was put on!  
 
Our very last stop before home, was a mall 
in Somerset West, to purchase some 
lunch. The bus ride home was peaceful  - 
everyone fell asleep! 

  Grade 11 Biology Tour to Cape Town                    - Mirren Sharp 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         
 
 

 
  

 
Grade 11’s in Cape Town discovering on their Biology workshops. 
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There I sat. In the audience. Amongst all 
my peers. Grade 8’s, 9’s, 10’s and 11’s. I 
looked up at 52 Matrics, with paint 
smeared across their faces, glitter 
embracing each strand of hair and 
stickers competing to cover every inch of 
available skin. Of course, they had 
decided to go out with a bang!  
 
They wore T-shirts sprayed in a myriad of 
colours as if all the birds in the tropical 
rainforests throughout the entire world 
had decided to lend their luminous 
feathers to clothe them in colour for one 
last time. These shirts had messages 
written, scribbled and scrawled across 
backs, shoulders, chests and tummies. So 
many words to say, on such a limited 
surface. So much to say, all the well-
wishes, the dearest blessings for the 
future, all the hopes and dreams, all the 
love… you knew that the thoughts, the 
friendships and memories, could fill a 
thousand wardrobes worth of T-shirts. 
  
The thing about final assemblies is that 
every single student in the entire hall 
pictures what it will be like for them, 
when they are standing there in a couple 
of years. Every single student imagines 
their own Matric experience, what 
thoughts would be running rampant 
through their head space. The 
indescribable feeling of being incredibly, 
phenomenally excited: “I’ve come this 
far!” “I did it!” “Look at all I’ve 
accomplished so far, how much I’ve 
learnt, who I’ve grown to become.” “My 
future awaits.” “Freedom!” All these 
thoughts, combined with some fear and 
uncertainty and of course the nostalgia - 
bittersweet and overwhelming, “I’m 

grown up now.” “I have all these 
responsibilities.” “It’s up to me now.” 
“Could it really be over?” “Where did 
time go?” “What now?” We all wonder 
such thoughts, allowing our imagination 
to fly and finally asking that inevitable 
question: Will we be leaving Oakhill, 
having made a difference? 
 
There are roughly 720 days of High 
School.  That’s 62 208 000 (sixty-two 
million, two hundred and eight 
thousand) seconds! 5 year’s worth of 
unforgettable memories. Friendships 
that will last a lifetime and see us 
through vital parts of growing up and 
becoming who we are.  
 
As much as many of us disliked the early 
mornings and hectic workloads, school 
is the one place on earth, other than 
family, where a group of people care 
about you completely and strive to help 
you every single day. It’s a haven where 
sole purpose is to build us into strong, 
capable, kind, caring, confident, 
wonderfully amazing people. As 
teenagers, we’ve spent the large 
majority of our life here at school. 
Strolling through the corridors, a 
universe of moments, laughter, love and 
life will hold your memory’s hand and 
remind you that this place, made the 
world of difference. 
 
When I looked up at their faces, not only 
the Matrics of 2012, but friends, 
mentors, leaders… inspirations, I knew 
that we were sending a group of people 
into the world that would ultimately 
change it. We would see extraordinary 
entertainers, professional sportsmen, 

world-class entrepreneurs, doctors, 
amazing mothers, exceptional 
fathers, potential presidents and all 
else in between. As they thanked 
their teachers, the breathtaking 
people who spent as much time with 
them as their own parents, the 
people who helped shape and sculpt 
and nurture them into the people 
they are today, I knew that this was 
yet another group of amazing young 
people. This was another set of 
people who cared, who had the 
potential to make it all better. That 
through the good and through the 
bad they had grown stronger, learnt 
from their mistakes, their falls had 
reminded them how to get back up 
and they were ready to conquer all. 
Matrics, go out and be the change 
you want to see in the world! 
 
So when tears fill your eyes and the 
bittersweet nostalgia threatens to 
overwhelm, do no cry because it’s 
over, smile because it happened. 
  
We will not say goodbye, because we 
know it is not farewell. We will miss 
you, until we meet again. For all the 
greatness, you shall surely achieve, 
whether we pass you in the shops or 
see your name in the headlines or 
tune in to you every day at the same 
time, we’ll see you soon. 

 

  Matric Final Assembly                    - Kristin Groenewald 
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On the 31
st

 October the Prep School 
enjoyed a market day. There were loads 
of gifts and crafts made to the best 
quality. There were also some delicious 
treats and goodies for all the buyers to 
lose themselves in. To work off all those 
delicious treats, there were some 
awesome games and you would just want 
to play them again and again.  
 
The Grade Sevens weren’t involved in 
selling this year, so we could finally have a 
mature grade buying, eating and playing 
the games. There was opportunity for 

some sellers with friends in Grade 
Seven to get realistic feedback on their 
stalls. Everyone enjoyed the Market Day 
and everyone made a profit. 
 

 

 
Oakhill supports Bandana Day in aid of raising funds for the Sunflower Fund, an organization dedicated to recruiting potential bone marrow stem 

cell donors, in an effort to save the lives of those suffering from life-threatening blood disorders. 

 
Matric students celebrating “Gaudy Day”. 

 SNAP! 

  Market Day      - Luc van den Handel 



  

  
Carla Myburgh, Lulu Read

 
Nicola Giliomee 

and sounds, to an amazing drama 
performance by Paul that had the 
crowds roaring with laughter, sitting 
with smiles that tickled their ears. 
What I so loved about this occasion, 
was that it wasn’t just recognition of 
excellence or an acknowledgement 
of excellence, it was a celebration of 
excellence.  We came together as a 
community to highlight, appreciate 
and find great joy in the hard work 
accomplished by one and all.  
 
Every single individual is good at 
something, whether it be academic, 
cultural or sport. No matter what, we 
all have a talent, a gift, something we 
are good at, something that allows us 
to shine. This was a day of magic 
because it was the day we all got to 
celebrate what makes each of us 
special. It was the culmination of 
appreciating the exceptional, 
extremely hard work, dedication, 
passion and pure commitment of 
young people building their futures. 
When that boy or girl walked up and 
was praised and rewarded for the 
countless hours spent bent over the 
textbooks, the gruelling workouts or 
extensive practices, something 
clicked.  
 
Amongst the applause and in 
between the wonderful academic, 
sport and cultural awards that were 
awarded, we came to a realisation, 
that what we do matters and how 
we do it, also matters.  We 
celebrated our differences and the 
spark in each one of us. On the 20

th
 

October it was evident that we 
appreciated one another for who we 
are in celebrating the Joy of Learning 
at Oakhill School.   

  
 
The 20

th
 October saw Oakhill’s 2012 

College Celebration of Excellence 
come to pass. As much as I would 
love to say that it was a perfect 
spring day with blossoms bursting in 
a myriad of colours, the sky an 
indescribable blue and sunshine 
pouring down so bright that it could 
cure the world of unhappiness… it 
was a rainy, cloudy Saturday. 
However, this did not stop the 
support of parents and Oakhillians 
alike. The rain did not for a moment 
dampen the magic that was almost 
tangible in the very air. 
 

 

Fransu Myburgh and Carmen Micic 
entertaining the audience. 

 
The world should really hear Fransu 
Myburgh play his guitar. He and his 
sister, Carla, treated us to a 
magnificent Spanish Guitar 
performance. We also enjoyed 
performances by Sasha Benjamin, 
Paul Wallington, Maya Rose Torrao, 
Talia Lifson and Carmen Micic 
featuring an assortment of songs 
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  College Celebration of Excellence  - Kristin Groenewald

         

   
Matric students celebrating their last formal day of school 

Though no one can go back and make a 
brand-new start, anyone can start from 

now and make a brand-new ending. 
 

- Carl Bard 

 SNAP!         

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5501603.Carl_Bard
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Oakhill Prep 1
st

 boys’ and girls’ water 
polo teams (also known as the 
Hammerheads) travelled to Cape Town 
to take part in a water polo tournament 
hosted by Cannons Creek at Pinelands 
High School. Our players where 
graciously hosted by Cannons Creek 
parents, being thoroughly spoilt. 
 
The tour departed on Thursday 1

st
 

November. On Saturday our teams 
visited Robben Island, on a beautiful 
sunshine day with great views of Table 
Mountain and plenty of time to 
reminisce on how far our country has 
come.  
 

 
 
Then we got down to business. After a 
rusty start we improved with every 
match.  The boys ended 9

th
 and our girls’ 

team 7
th

. A number of close encounters 

 An Old Oak’s Incredible Achievement! 

Theri Rossouw (nee Horn) 
matriculated at Oakhill in 1995.  She 
attended the Business Awards 
Dinner in Johannesburg last month 
and was the proud winner of the 
Entrepreneur of the Year 2012! 
 
We congratulate Theri on this 
splendid, special achievement and 
thank her for sharing her joy with us. 

What is the most important thing one 
learns in school? Self-esteem, 

support, and friendship.  
 

― Terry Tempest Williams,  

Pieces of White Shell 

 Hammerheads in Cape Town               – Stefan Weyers 

could easily have been turned into wins 
if we had more exposure. With water 
polo gaining momentum in SWD, I have 
no doubt that the future of the sport at 
Oakhill is bright.  
 

 
 
Special mention must be made 
concerning the players’ behaviour on 
our tour.  They certainly conducted 
themselves in the true spirit of Oakhill. 
It was indeed a pleasure to be 
associated with these young people.  

 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/8155.Terry_Tempest_Williams
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/639371
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On the 8th November, the Gr 7’s of 2012 
celebrated their farewell. 
 
Mr Anderson welcomed the parents and 
teachers and the Gr 7’s waited on their 
parents, serving them their dinner. 
 
A slide show followed depicting some classic 
moments and memories over the years and 
then the Gr 7’s presented the teachers with 
their funny awards.  Wonderful speeches 
were shared.  And wonderful thoughts were 
shared too.  It was certainly a night to 
remember. 
 
Thank you to Mr Cross, Mr Anderson, Mr 
Kidwell, not forgetting all the teachers and 
our parents. 
 
May you always have love to share, health 

to spare, and friends that care. 

 
 

 
The Grade Three’s had a wonderful rock pool experience this term. The sun shone, the tide was low and the pools showed that our ocean has 
some extraordinary creatures living in it.  The star fish, sea anemones, urchins and many, many barnacles were in abundance which enabled 

them to spend some time appreciating the little things in life. 

Dawie Botes enjoys a hug from his students  

 

 SNAP!         

 
The Prep students swam furiously with loud challenging instructions from Mr Weyers. 

 
Our U9’s vs Montessori in an exciting game of cricket. 

  Grade 7 Farewell                  - Michaela Cross  
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SAVE THE DATES! 

 
The more you praise and celebrate 

your life, the more there is in life to 
celebrate. 

- Oprah Winfrey 

 
 

 

Oakhill bids a fond farewell to two long-
standing stalwarts, Peter Bishop (fondly 
known as PeeBee) our College Maths Teacher 
and Hockey Coach, and Jill Warne, our Prep 
Grade 5 Teacher.    
 
Various goodbye gatherings have been 
organized amongst staff, students present 
and past, parents and friends and we wish 
PeeBee and Jill our sincere appreciation and 
blessings for sharing their mastery and 
excellence with our pupils over the years. 
 
 

 The end of an era, for two!                             - Barbie Leibbrandt 

  
        Ross Eyre, Peebee, Chris and Thomas Marrow   Jill Warne, always a smile 
                     at a recent farewell party 
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Happy faces, happy sounds and happy lucky winners  – all in a night’s work by our PTA at their recent Raffle fundraiser 

held at Savannah Cafe. 

 
Pietie Coetzee, South African four-time Olympic Hockey player and World Record holder of the most number of goals scored at 

international level, conducted an intensive Hockey Clinic for local hockey stars in George.  Several Oakhill hockey players attended and 
came away with improved skills and new vigour. 

S  
Oakhill Water Polo vs Plett Primary – a great afternoon’s entertainment and sportsmanship of an exciting sport in our region. 

 
Oakhill hosted an Art Exhibition for the whole school which delighted the crowds who attended.   Oakhill certainly has a flair for creativity 

and colour. 

 SNAP!         
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A sample of our Matrics’ final Art portfolios on display at the Knysna Mall – a feast for your eyes as boundless talent emerges. 

 SNAP!         

 
 

Santa (aka Stefan Weyers) woke up 
wondering why he didn’t have to fill his 
over-sized red jacket with a pillow this 
year!  The children of Rondevlei woke up 
wondering what delights Santa would 
bring them and the teachers of Rondevlei 
woke up wondering whether this would 
be their last Christmas on the low-lying 
sandy soils of their school grounds. 
 
The wonderings soon turned to a morning 
of excitement and delights for the 55 
primary school children. 
  
“Herman the Magician” twisted ropes and 
balloons and entertained us all with his 
magic tricks and flamboyant 
character.  Penny and her team spent 

hours delicately and beautifully 
painting each and every child’s face 
with iridescent paint.  The children 
serenaded us with songs of thanks 
and Mrs Saayman echoed words of 
humble thanks to all at Oakhill. 
 
Before our tearful goodbyes, the 
excited children devoured their lunch 
packs whilst unpacking their Santa 
goody bags filled with treats and 
Santa Weyers joined in with a dance 
session.    Farewell Rondevlei Primary 
– may the children find happiness in 
their new schools and Mrs Saayman 
and her teachers, comfort, knowing 
that their passion and dedication 
shines through their students. 
 
Special thanks to all the Oakhill 
parents who kindly supported our 

  Christmas at Rondevlei                            - Vanessa Eyre 
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  Another Oscar for Oakhill                      - Barbie Leibbrandt 

 
 
There was great excitement on Friday 
evening at Oakhill as the crowds gathered 
in their finery on the red carpet. They had 
come to view a home grown Prep School 
Film Premiere, entitled “The Collector.” 
 

 
 
This amazing piece of “art” had been 
filmed, edited, produced, directed by 
Beatrix Hardick, the Prep School Drama 
teacher and her group of Drama Club 
students. It was brilliant and had the 
audience on the edge of their seats. 

A good film is when the price of the dinner, the theatre 
admission and the babysitter were worth it.  

 
- Alfred Hitchcock  

 

 
 
The spinning candy floss maker and 
the popping popcorn maker added to 
the flair of the evening as the crowds 
queued for their taste of candyfloss 
and popcorn in true Premiere style. 
 
There were hoots of congratulations 
as Mrs Hardick and her film crew and 
actors emerged from the school hall 
after the viewing, to step onto the red 
carpet and sign their autographs on 
personalised picture cards. 
 
Their faces were pictures of delight! 
 

 

 

 

 
A colourful, kind man with a passion for teaching and children.  We say goodbye to Stefan Weyers and thank him for bringing such 

personality to our Prep School. 

 SNAP!         

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/a/alfred_hitchcock.html
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The Grade 7’s bid farewell to the Prep Teachers amidst laughs, hugs and entertaining awards! 

 

 
It takes a man a month to grow one... it takes a woman a minute... not even!    BA had a beautiful birthday, celebrating with spoils and treats 

and kind wishes and a delicious dinner prepared by her dear Anthony. 
 

 SNAP!         



  

 SNAP!                

 
It’s all happening for sport – Oakhill has recently acquired 17 hectares of prime land on Welbedacht Road – such exciting prospects for the 

years ahead! 

Little Oaks Celebration of Excellence 

 
Our Little Oaks celebrated their year-end concert and Awards Ceremony with beautiful faces and costumes – a delight for all to see. 
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“ 
- Angela Schwindt 
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Prep Celebration of Excellence 

 

 

 

Our Prep students celebrated their excellence in fine style, proudly displaying their certificates and trophies.    
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www.oakhillschool.co.za 

 
Nik Nac, a miniature horse owned by parent Shirley Redman captured having a laugh.  Captions by René Korsten and her Grade 4’s.  

 
 
 
 

 

Thanks to all our contributors for 

photographs, news and snippets. 

 
Chuck Norris has fierce competition from Oakhill College Teacher, Kyle Langman, in 

support of ‘Movember’, a world-wide cancer awareness campaign. 

 

 

 
Sisters share a special 
friendship that lasts a 

lifetime.  
 

- Anonymous  

 

Travel safely and  
Happy Holidays!    

School reopens on  
16 January 2013 


